GUIDELINE FOR PREPARATION OF A
PROPOSAL FOR CHANGE (PFC)
This Guideline has been developed to assist you in developing a proposal to
change the National Construction Code (NCC) Series, comprising the
Building Code of Australia (BCA) Volumes One and Two; and the Plumbing
Code of Australia (PCA) Volume Three. It describes the information that
should be included when completing a Proposal for Change (PFC) form.
Proposals prepared in accordance with this Guideline will assist the
Australian Building Codes Board (ABCB) and its technical advisers in
assessing the proposal and its potential impact.
Good Regulatory Principles
A key objective of the ABCB is to establish building codes and standards that
are the minimum necessary to achieve relevant health, safety, amenity and
sustainability efficiently. Good regulatory practice requires that any proposed
change to the NCC must ensure that:
• there is a rigorously tested rationale for the regulation;
• the regulation would generate benefits to society greater than the costs
(that is, net benefits);
• there is no regulatory or non-regulatory alternative (whether under the
responsibility of the ABCB or not) that would generate higher net benefits;
and
• the competitive effects of the regulation have been considered and the
regulation is no more restrictive than necessary in the public interest.
These regulatory principles are in accordance with Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) Best Practice Regulation Guide, which the ABCB is
required to observe. Details on the COAG Guide are available from the Office
of Best Practice Regulation at
https://www.dpmc.gov.au/resource-centre/regulation/best-practice-regulationguide-ministerial-councils-and-national-standard-setting-bodies
However, it is important to note that the submission of a PFC in accordance
with this guideline does not guarantee that it will be supported for inclusion in
the NCC.
Proposal for Change
The PFC process is used by the ABCB to consider technical proposals to
change the NCC. Proponents of change are required to provide justification to
support their proposal, including:
•

a description of the proposal;

•

an explanation of the problem it is designed to resolve;

•

how the proposal is expected to solve the problem;

•

who will be affected and how they will be affected; and

•

any consultation that has taken place.

General Principles
Please observe the following principles when preparing your PFC:
• To ensure your proposal is given the best opportunity to succeed, please
answer all questions and provide relevant information and justification to
support your proposed change. Include relevant evidence,
correspondence, research papers, journal articles etc that support your
position on this issue. This will assist the ABCB in determining the merits of
your PFC. Missing or inadequate information may result in requests for
more detail and delay the consideration of your proposal; and
• A full Cost Benefit Analysis is not required at this stage, but we do require
that some consideration and evidence of impacts (costs and benefits)
associated with your proposal; and
• If you are uncertain about how much analysis is required, you are
encouraged to contact the ABCB Office to discuss your proposal.
Specific guidance
The Proposal
1.

What is the proposal?

• Describe your proposal. Explain whether you are proposing a modification
or deletion to existing NCC provisions or proposing new provisions.
• Don't forget to identify all NCC parts, sections, referenced documents
(including secondary impacts on other provisions) that may be affected by
your proposal.
• By including suggested wording to go into the NCC and the reasons behind
your wording, you will help those reviewing your proposal to understand
what is intended.
The current problem
2.

What problem is the proposal designed to solve?

• In order to understand whether a proposal has merit, an understanding of
the problem it seeks to solve must be demonstrated. Clearly state the
current problem and describe what caused the problem.

• You need to explain why the current situation requires change, e.g.
onerous costs, misinterpretation of intent, etc.
3.

What evidence exists to show there is a problem?

• Provide evidence that the problem exists and describe both the extent and
effect of the problem.
Rather than simply stating that there is a problem, back up your statements
with evidence of occurrences, but ensure that any information provided is
directly relevant to the proposal.

The Objective
4.

How will the proposal solve the problem?

• Demonstrate how your proposal will solve the problem and explain how
your proposal will provide a better outcome than the current situation, for
example, increased safety or greater national consistency.
5.
What alternatives to the proposal (regulatory and non-regulatory) have been
considered and why are they not recommended?

• Remember that regulation should always be a last resort. Could a nonregulatory option address the problem as effectively?
• Sometimes, education and training achieve the same outcome without the
costs to business, or the market may already be dictating the change and
regulation is unnecessary. Alternatively, if regulation is deemed necessary,
is the NCC the appropriate regulatory tool or is there a non- regulatory
solution available?
The Impacts
6.

Who will be affected by the proposal?

• Regulatory change can affect a wide range of people, e.g. manufacturers
or installers of products, consumers, designers, regulators. You need to
identify all affected parties as a first step in understanding what the likely
impacts of the proposal will be.
7.

In what way and to what extent will they be affected by the proposal?

• Describe the way affected parties will be impacted by the proposal and the
extent of the impact. Avoid making generalizations and use examples
where possible.
• Include both positive and negative impacts. It is important to address all
impacts e.g. an economic cost, but an environmental benefit. You should
make an attempt to show that the benefits will outweigh the costs to
provide a 'net benefit'.
• 'Costs' are usually quantifiable e.g. extra 10% cost for additional materials.
However, 'benefits' (such as improved health, safety, amenity, and
sustainability) can often be intangible and difficult to attribute a dollar
amount to. In such instances, benefits can be described in a 'qualitative'
manner. Identify who will bear this cost e.g. industry, government etc.
Include any evidence to support this. Refer Attachment A for further
guidance on likely costs and benefits.
• Compliance costs are costs to business such as reporting requirements,
record-keeping or training costs. Identify only 'additional' costs arising from
the proposal.

• It is important to consider whether the regulatory proposal will affect the
number and range of suppliers or grant exclusive rights for a supplier to
provide a good or service. This is called 'effects on competition'.
Consultation
8.

Who has been consulted and what are their views?

• Identify who you have discussed the proposal with and the feedback that
you received. Describe the extent of support, or otherwise, for the
proposal.
• Industry and community stakeholders can provide first-hand knowledge of
the impacts associated with regulatory proposals. The affected parties you
identified earlier may be able to support your claims. You should provide
some evidence of consultation with them. You need to note negative views
as well as positive.
When complete, submit your proposal through the PFC upload page at
http://www.abcb.gov.au/NCC/Propose-a-Change/Submit-a-Proposal

ATTACHMENT A
Expected economic, social and environmental impacts of the proposal
as likely benefits and costs
Benefits and costs are terms used to describe the positive and negative
effects of a proposal. A benefit includes any item that makes any person
better off, regardless of whether it can be easily measured or quantified.
A cost is any item that makes someone worse off, or that reduces a person’s
sense of wellbeing. Cost items should include ‘opportunities forgone’ because
a particular proposal has been adopted.
Costs to businesses — including small business — might include:
• ‘paper burden’ or administrative costs to businesses associated with
complying with and/or reporting on particular regulatory requirements;
• licence fees or other charges levied by government;
• changes likely to be required in production, transportation and marketing
procedures;
• shifts to alternative sources of supply;
• higher input prices; or
• restricted access to markets.
Costs to consumers may include:
• higher prices for goods and services resulting from restrictions on
competition;
• reduced utility (quality, choice etc) of goods and services; or
• delays in the introduction of goods to the marketplace and/or restrictions in
product availability.
Costs to the community and/or the environment may include:
• environmental degradation or pollution;
• reduction in health and safety;
• undesirable redistribution of income and wealth; or
• lower employment levels or economic growth.
Costs to government may include:
• running education campaigns/providing information;
• administration of licensing/inspection services;
• collection and collation of business information; and

• enforcement costs.

Benefits
The benefits of the options to business, consumers, government, other
affected groups and the community at large should be identified and
described. Many benefits may not be readily quantifiable. Examples of
benefits include:
• improvements in product and service quality;
• availability of a wider range of products and services;
• reductions in costs or prices;
• reductions in workplace accidents and improvements in public health and
safety;
• improvements in environmental amenity;
• reductions in compliance costs for business and administrative costs for
government; and
• improvements in the information available to business, the workforce,
consumers or the government.
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